NOTES:
1. Headstock is shown as if installed parallelly to the drawing plane in the front view.
2. Control cavity is routed from the back to within 1/2" of the front surface.
3. Cover returns to radius from the back to a depth of 1/2".
4. The upper horn does not appear in the side view so that tech cutting may be shown.
5. Pickup pockets shown are for dual side that style design.
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cut stock is shown as if ruled parallel to the drawing edge in the front view.

Control cavity is routed from back to within 0.125" of the surface.

Over recess is routed from back to a depth of 0.125".

The upper horn does not appear in the side view so that details may be shown.

Skup pockets shown are for base strat style pickups.
Title: handcrafted stringed instruments

Drawn by:

Size: 24 × 48

Ha